
CHSH Opens Big! UP 27.5%

China Shoe Holdings Inc. (CHSH)
$0.74 UP 27.5%

News is spreading and investors are jumping. Following the announcement 
of 1000 new retail outlets being opened, heavy trading pushed shares up 27.5%.
News expected tomorrow. Trading will be huge. Get on CHSH fist thing Tuesday!



Perhaps you’re unaware that we share media with you.
A good combination can make a huge difference to the heat you feel on the other 
side.
hey the iPods were expensive but you had no problems selling them.
Well, there it is, we see your TV spots, we hear the internet speak about the iP
hone, we flip over our favourite magazines and find an iPhone ad on the back.
Perhaps you’re unaware that we share media with you.
what a novel name for a phone!
Even at an expensive asking price you’re bound to sell, sell, sell.
just one guy gettin’ it done.
Either way - if I’m not paying for Epson ink I’m going to have to chose one gene
ric to try.
The point of the stampede is the chucks and rodeo - the drinking, debauchery, fo
od and rides are there because of the chucks and rodeo.
and the couldn’t tell you which it was without a thermometer anyway!
It’ll also make you feel like you’re living in a cave or bunker.
It’ll also make you feel like you’re living in a cave or bunker.
Why do we have to hear about everyone else enjoying the technology before it’s e
ven considered that perhaps a Canadian would like to carry an iPhone?
so why can’t I get one?
and none of this is rocket science.
I don’t think anyone saw that coming.
You can’t buy an iPhone in Canada.
what a novel name for a phone!
This really helped on my journey to the bottom of the Grand Canyon last year.
perhaps you didn’t know there isn’t a Canadian edition of every magazine and TV 
channel you have.
of course this concept looks rather like self-generated eBilling.
hey the iPods were expensive but you had no problems selling them.
A good combination can make a huge difference to the heat you feel on the other 
side.
I think those wonderful glossy iPhone commercials should have an apology to Cana
dians, or at least mention that we should put it out of our minds for the time b
eing while things are worked out.
Yes I know your phone is groundbreaking, yes I see it’s popular and does many gr
eat things, yes I know it’s available now.
What’s worrying about said news, is there aren’t any definite times, there isn’t
 anything certain, and there’s no excuse for the delay.
pointing a fan to blow hot air out through an open window is more effective then
 sucking cool air in through the window.
It’s all relative of course.
I understand with all the hype and fanboys, it wasn’t going to be hard to sell y



our phone.
If you’re really adventurous you can even dip your feet in cool water, but for t
hose with ticklish feet, that might be a bit extreme.
and none of this is rocket science.
Just be warned - you’ll see a difference on your utility bill.
Never the less there are times when the heat can become too much.
What’s worrying about said news, is there aren’t any definite times, there isn’t
 anything certain, and there’s no excuse for the delay.
Around that temperature or below outside - open windows and doors to cool the pl
ace.
It’ll also make you feel like you’re living in a cave or bunker.
and the couldn’t tell you which it was without a thermometer anyway!
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News is finally starting to percolate through the web that Rogers, the only GSM 
provider in Canada is working on bringing the iPhone to Canada.
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hone, we flip over our favourite magazines and find an iPhone ad on the back.
Something to keep in mind when you’re using fans next.
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Something to keep in mind when you’re using fans next.
Why didn’t Apple work with a Canadian carrier to provide the handset in both cou
ntries at the same time?
If you’re already wearing sandals removing them will still give you a benefit.
and the couldn’t tell you which it was without a thermometer anyway!
What’s worrying about said news, is there aren’t any definite times, there isn’t
 anything certain, and there’s no excuse for the delay.
Blow air out through an open window - here’s something I didn’t know.
Take away what makes the Stampede and you’ve basically got nothing.
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An east facing window will get morning sun, however regional air temperature tak
es time to warm up.
of course this concept looks rather like self-generated eBilling.
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